PARKER’S

Exacta: 2-4/2-4-5, $4. Tri: 2-4/2-4-5/1-2-4-5-7, $6. DD: 2-4/1-3-5, cost $6.
Super: 2-4/2-4-5/1-2-4-5-7/all, $4.80. Pick 3: 2-4/1-3-5/2-6, $6. Pick 4: 2-4/1-3-5/2-6/2-4, $12.
DESERT BLACK (#4)
Back in a route after a wire to wire sprint win, he figures to sit right behind the
second choice early in this spot, looks good to repeat.
Catchthewoodnapper (#2)
Forced a blistering pace and he held on gamely for third in his first route try, he
again will be in the battle throughout.
Win aided by that super-fast pace last, unlikely to get the same set-up tonight.
Dark Morning (#5)
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TIZ BRILLIANT (#3)
D O’s Reignoffire (#1)
Jimjimmyjames (#5)

Exacta: 1-3/1-3-5, cost $4.
Trifecta: 1-3/1-3-5/1-2-3-5-6, $6.
Super: 1-3/1-3-5/1-2-3-5-6/1-2-3-5-6, $2.40.
Pick 3: 1-3-5/2-6/2-4, $6.
Finished decently for second in his most recent after being dropped to this level,
he may only need to repeat that effort to graduate.
Not far behind the top choice and that was after breaking a bit slowly, he may
only need an alert start.
Appears the quickest early in this field and he will go a long way on the lead.

Exacta: 2-6/2-5-6, $4. Tri: 2-6/2-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $6. Pick 3: 2-6/2-4/2-5-7, $6.
Super: 2-6/2-5-6/1-2-4-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $2.40. Pick 7: 2-6/2-4/2-5-7/3/4-8/1-4/6, $9.60.
CRAZY FOR GOLD (#2)
Ran well in both of her two starts since shipping in from California, she should
be on or near the lead right from the start, looks capable of repeating.
Whistling Rose (#6)
Perfect trip when breaking her maiden in her most recent, she draws a nice post
for her style and is hard to separate from the top choice.
Overmatched last, her sprint effort one back gives her a shot.
Tomorrow’s Mine (#5)
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SOMEDAY SPECIAL (#2)
Sari’s Tiger (#4)
Mrs Taylor (#3)
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SO FIGURE IT OUT (#2)
Are Rated (#7)
Rocket Power (#5)
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CALEX (#3)
Jason X L (#5)
Uncle Kimo (#6)

Exacta: 2-4/2-3-4, cost $4.
Trifecta: 2-4/2-3-4/2-3-4-6-9, $6.
Super: 2-4/2-3-4/2-3-4-6-9/2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9, $6. Pick 3: 2-3-4/2-5-7/3, $4.50.
First time starter sports good win-early breeding, she looks ready off a nice string
of workouts and should have ability.
Ran well in four of her six starts including a nice second in her most recent, she
came from off the pace that day, should be close by late.
Showed improvement when third in her last, the shorter distance will help.
Exacta: 2-7/2-5-7, $4. Tri: 2-7/2-5-7/1-2-5-7-8, $6. Pick 3: 2-5-7/3/2-4-8, $4.50.
Super: 2-7/2-5-7/1-2-5-7-8/all, $6. Pick 5: 2-5-7/3/2-4-8/1-4/3-6, cost $18.
Second in a restricted stakes in her most recent, she shortens up a bit off that
effort and looms the one to beat.
Game win when beating easier in her first start at Emerald, she does face tougher
tonight but appears the main threat.
Stretch runner will benefit if the top two hook up early, which may happen.
Exacta: 3/5-6-7, $3. Tri: 3/5-6-7/2-5-6-7, $4.50. Pick 3: 3/2-4-8/1-2-4, $4.50.
Super: 3/5-6-7/2-5-6-7/2-5-6-7, $1.80. Pick 4: 3/2-4-8/1-2-4/3-6, cost $9.
Veteran couldn’t quite get the job done when heavily bet in his most recent, he
did run a clear second and is out to make amends.
Well bet in all four of his starts at Emerald and he wasn’t able to win, but he did
run well in his first two here and the short rest may be a big help.
Upset winner of two of his last three is going very well, must be considered.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Saturday Evening, September 22nd, 2018
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OPPORTUNISTIC (#8)
Pulpits Power (#4)
He’s Not Grey (#2)
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Exacta: 4-8/2-4-8, cost $4.
Tri: 4-8/2-4-8/2-4-5-7-8, $6.
Super: 4-8/2-4-8/2-4-5-7-8/2-3-4-5-7-8, $3.60. Pick 3: 2-4-8/1-2-4/3-6, $9.
Battled every step of the way and held late for his first win in some time, he
was unlucky to draw way outside but does look best.
Did have a little trouble in the Classic when seventh, clearly this is much
easier and he figures to get a nice stalking trip.
Huge effort last, while he’s likely to bounce, he may not and should like routing.
Exacta: 1-4/1-2-4, cost $4.
Super: 1-4/1-2-4/1-2-4-5-6/all, $4.80.

ATYPIQUE (#1)
Tiz Jolie (#4)
Royal Tale (#2)
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Trifecta: 1-4/1-2-4/1-2-4-5-6, $6.
Daily Double: 1-2-4/3-6, $6.
Had a nice trip, took the lead leaving the 2nd turn and held on late while
drifting in last, he is bred to love the added ground, draws the rail, choice.
Tracked the pace, moved up to challenge but wasn’t able to hold off the top
choice last but he did run well and also should handle the extra distance.
Troubled finish last, has good tactical speed, he could spring a mild upset.
Exacta: 3-6/3-5-6, cost $4.
Trifecta: 3-6/3-5-6/1-2-3-5-6, $6.
Super: 3-6/3-5-6/1-2-3-5-6/1-2-3-5-6-7-9, cost $4.80.

PEBBLE BEACH (#6)
Wasatch Wonder (#3)
Flower Heart Deer (#5)

Good second when facing slightly tougher in her most recent, she may get a
contested early pace to help her stretch run tonight, edge in a tough heat.
Comes off two good efforts in her last two starts, she does have other early
speed to deal with but looks reliable for another big try.
Didn’t show much last but her win one race back was nice, maybe.

Today’s Best Bet (s):
CALEX in the sixth.

Today’s Longshot:
SOMEDAY SPECIAL in the fourth.

Today’s Exotic Play:
Race 1, $1 Daily Double: 2-4/1-3-5, cost $6.

Race Selections for Saturday, September 22nd, 2018
Los Alamitos
Hastings
Golden Gate
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MADAME VESTAL (#6)
Diosa (#5)
Andyyoushallreceived (#3)

OUR BONITA ROSE (#3)
Shayla’s Rose (#1)
Parianne (#6)

BOUNTY OF GOLD (#1)
Stellarium (#8)
Flying Blue (#5)

FIFTYEIGHT SPECIAL (#4)
Bedford (#2)
Jabber Now (#1)

CLASIC STATEMENT (#3)
Mori Girl (#1)
Expensive Taste (#4)

MUSIC BABE (#3)
Breakaway Dixie (#2)
Buttie (#4)

DADDY’S MISTRESS (#8)
Sky Babe (#2)
Rolinga (#6)

SQUARE DANCER (#1)
Spring in Alberta (#3)
Silent Eagle (#2)

BOOT SCOOTIN’ KID (#7)
Has Angel Wings (#6)
Tiz Seeking a Win (#3)

JAY MAKES US LAUGH (#2)
Always Never (#5)
Mason B (#6)

IRISH CHARLIE (#4)
Betathanaboyfriend (#6)
The Hybrid (#2)

HEART OF MINE (#2)
Hardsense (#6)
Sinawava (#5)

PLAN B (#1)
Twitterati (#9)
Sharp Image (#4)

ROGERIO (#8)
The Chances R (#6)
European (#3)

WELL DEVELOPED (#4)
Bird Is the Word (#3)
Gabo’s Macondo (#2)

MY MANDATE (#2)
Our Silver Oak (#6)
Seven Scents (#5)

BLONDIE (#4)
Commanding Notice (#10)
I’m in Command (#1)

MOMMY ROSE (#3)
Tengas Angel (#8)
Joni B True (#6)

LOUDEN’S GRAY (#5)
Red Wine and Dine (#4)
Rule He Will (#6)

GREAT BLAKE (#6)
Good as They Get (#1)
Fantastic Command (#5)

TRUE TESTAMENT (#4)
Zoning (#8)
Rhyming Tiger (#6)

AVANTI BELLO (#4)
Senator Robert (#7)
Just Kidding (#6)

FORT CADY (#7)
Rainbow North (#8)
Forever the Chief (#3)

MIDNIGHT CROSSING (#8)
Copper Cowgirl (#3)
Chapis (#9)

RIDEO (#1)
Midnight Ming (#2)
Tune to Win (#11)

